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We're all in this together ~---------I
I

._

...

by Donald Czowicki
Members of the University
Community, please do not get
your hopes up. Although we
are in the month of February
spring is far from being here.
The National Weather Service
Expects March to be a long,
cold, and snoWY mont h , so the
chances are that we will be
shoveling our friendly faces
out of the snow for at ·least a
few more times.
Isn't it amazing how ail
entire city can battle the
elements for four entire
months and continue to be
their normal happy selves.
J ust look around you and what
shall meet y ou r wa ndering
eyes but hustling and bustling
city folk who greet each and
every winter morning with a
warm smile: Don't be deceived
by the- harsh words that
emerge from people's mouths.
In all actuality, each and every
one of those people would
chance missing an oncoming
bus just to help someone cross
the street or start their car.
Now let's get right down to
the root of all these problems,,
in other words snow. When it
snows, it snows big in this
city. But we are very fortunate
that the people all across the
city are ready to jump out and
shovel their walks at the first
opportune moment. These
peop le are r eal sa maritans,

because they_ know that if
very intelligent. · The real
someone falls on their property reason that only one bus
they can be sued. Everyone is comes at a time, especially
invited to go for a little walk when the lines are long, is that
down the street across the they will save gas so that the
perfectly clear sidewalks. You important city officials will
couldn 't get more exercise have enough gas to drive down
A
h
climbing Mt. Rushmore, and · to th · Offi
ces. not er very
that is what makes walking so good err
reason that they use on~y
healthy . .
one bus for all th~se people 1s
How can we ever thank the
based onthat
purethe
logic.
Everyone
city for such an efficient job of knows
more
people
clearing the streets, especially you have in a room , t he
the side streets. These streets warmer the room becomes.
are so clear the cars drive This way heating fuel is
down them as t hough they reduced and t he passengers are
were gliding on a sheet of ice. kept very warm. UnfortunateIt was very considerate of ly, sometimes the buses and
them to place the snow on the trains are forced to pass by a
sides of the street next to t he- regular stop, leaving people to
curb to clear the cent er. wait a while longer. But there
Unfortunately, almost every- is always a reasonable explanaone's garbage was also buried tion for these little inconveniby the plows. Once again the ences, a nd the C.T.A. is
city assu res all tha t the working night and day to come
garbage will be removed when · up with one.
the snow thaws. And when it
Well, now that we have
thaws you'll know it.
taken the time to thank
Lastly, we owe much thanks everyone for their hard work
to the excellence of the and intense consideration of
Chicago Transit Authority. their fellow man, everyone
Through rain, sleet, and snow should take a look at themthe C.T.A . is always on selves. Are you following the
schedule to accomodate · each perfect ideal attitude of your
and every· passenger. Some- fellow man? Are you making
times the buses and trains run the effort to be a little less
a little bit late, but what's a hostile and more friendly to
short 25 minute wait in t he all? Think this over, and
cold _wh en you know a remember that we are all in
chauffeured veh icle will be this together; so make the best
along soon. The C.T.A . is also of it.

Dr. Michael Stolee

Reflections on De.segregation

Dr. Michael Stolee, ·a noted among teachers, parents, and
authority on the issue of community organizations durschool desegregation, will ading the past year in Chicago.
dress students and faculty of
Dr. Stolee brings a long list of
Northeastern Illinois Universicredentials testifying to his
ty on the topic, " Some national leadership, including
Reflections on Chicago School consultative positions on deDesegregat ion, " Thursday,
segregation with the U .S .
February 23, at 4:00 p.m. , in
Department of Justice ; the
room 1-002 of the classroom · U.S. Department of Health,
building.
. .
Education, and Welfare; the
The desegregation issue has National Association for the
generated fervent controversy Advancement of People; the

State of Kentucky Human
. Relations Commission on Human rights. in addition, he has
written or co-authored several
publications, including, " Education and the Courts: Report
of the 1967 School Law
Conference, ' ' and ''Curriculum
Innovations for Desegregated
Schools." At the present time
he is dean and professor of-administrative leadership at
the University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee.
Dr. Stolee is presented as
the first of three speakers this
spring by the Educational
Forum Comittee of the School
of Education. Dr. Nancy Green
is Chairperson, and serving
with her are Professors Bert
Abell, Noah Inbody, June
Knafle, .Janet Lerner, George
Lesnes, Robert Starks, and
Sandra Steyer.

The Advance Registration Period for the Spring/Summer 1978 ~
. term will be February 20 through March 10, 5:00 p.m.
Current eligible students and newly admitted students, as of this
'
time, will receive registration materials through the mail beginning .
February 8. Schedules of classes will be mailed under separate
. cover to Graduate students via first class mail. Undergraduates
may pick up schedules beginning February 14 at these campus
locations:
·Main Building; Information Office, Record Offi~e ?ounter,
Registration Ce~te~. Book Nook, Service D_esk (ne~ aud1tor1um).
·
Classroom Buddmg; College of Education Office, Graduate Col.
lege Office.
Science Building; Colleg~ of Arts/Sciences Office.
Library; Main Circulation Desk.
'
(NOTE: You may advance register for: May-June, July-August,
~ or May-August courses at this time.)
_

I
I
I

I
I

I

----------

School's Out
is closed are; WGN -720 AM,
Whenever t he weather beWBBM - 780 AM, WAIT comes extremely bad in the
820 AM, WLS - · 890 AM,
city, believe it or not, they
sometimes close the universi- • WMAQ - 670 AM, WEAW
- 1330 AM, WVON - 1390
ty. Occasions such as this are
AM, WZRD - 88.3 FM, and
decided upon by the PresiWKQX - 101 FM.
dent's Office. When the deciAll of these stations try to
sion to close is made, Univerannounce the closing as many
sity Relations notifies several
times a possible during their
radio stations so the informabroadcasts. So- just keep
tion is available to the
listening when in doubt. That
students and staff of the
way when there is snow, you 'll
university. ,
know who to bank on.
The stations to listen to
when wondering if the school

Project· Hope
Proj ect H op.e Support evening at 8: 15 p .m. in the
Group Meets At Northeastern Science Building, Room 315. A
University.
group for young adults who
Project Hope of t he Psycho- have experienced the loss of
logy Dept. has developed a parents meet s every Monday
series of support groups for 1:00 in Science 313C.
people experiencing serious
Anyone interested in inforillness, or coping wit h .death mation or would like to come
and grief. The main support
, to the group may call one of
group for parents , family t hese numbers : E X 598, or
members, and patients t hem- Kathy Clyde, 685-7191.
selves, meets every Thursday

Inside
perspective .......... ·p age 3
senate elections ...... page 5
buttered popcorn .... page 6 ,
sports . .............. page 8
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letters
. conduit by which the Political Community includes Chairman
· Science Club, placed an adver- of the Independent Club
tisement in favor of the Board, an active Student
Dear Editor,
candidacy of Mr. Kosinski and Senator, a member of the ad
In last Friday 's edition of his slate of candidates, let me hoc committee to investigate
the Print, in the section letters simply state -that the state- the role of Athletics at UNI, a
to the editor, there was a letter ment by Collins is an absolute member of the Student Fees
to the editor by Don Collins. I and blatent lie. Further, let me and Allocations Committee, a
would now like to answer some state that the Political Science memb~r of the faculty evaluaof the ridiculous, erroneous, Club, did in fact endorse the tion committee, a member of
and false statements made by entire Kosinski ticket. If Mr. the· Student Fees Advisory
Mr. Collins in that letter. Collins had bothereq to come council, a member of the
Specifically as they relate to to the club's meetings, then Constitution Revision Commitme and my actions, both as a maybe he could get his facts tee, a member of the CommutStudent Supreme Court Jus- straight. The minutes of the er Center Board of Managers,
tice and as a member of the meeting are there for everyone and a member of the referPolitical Science Club.
to see. The decision to endorse end um/ election committee;
To begin with, I did not the Kosinski ticket was una- hardly a "next to nothing
even sign the restraining order · nimous.
contribution" .
issued by two of the Student
To end this letter, let me
As a Print staff member I
Justices, much less serve it. In state the following : Mr. Col- r~sent the statement that I
fact , let me remind Mr. lins by his action has proven was a loyalist who muscled my
Collins, that on t he Thursday that he is not a capable way into the Print office and
of the week in question, he was senator and has not as yet did what I wanted.
in the Print office, when the . learned the Student ConstituNow that this _matter is
question of my involvement tion. Otherwise, he would not cleared, up, I'm sure we can ·an
came up. I at that point made have said that the Supreme work together to fulfill our
it clear that I had nothing to Court acted illegally. Secondly, responsibilities to the Student
do with the restraining order I am glad~ have backed Mr. Body through our publication.
and further that I was Kosinskr for· the office of
Sincerely,
stepping down that particular Student Senate President. The
William J. Rzepka
case.
letter by Mr. Collins proved to
The reason I chose to me that I made the right
voluntarily step down in this choice and the right candidate
particular instance, was pre- was elected. Can anybody
cisely because I did not want picture Mr. Collins, with his Dear Editor Saunders,
the image of the Supreme insesant stupidity, as PresiI would like to take this
Court to be tarnished. Let me dent of the Student Senate? opportunity to thank you for
further point out that the case Lastly, Mr. Collins, a continu- the editor's note which apin question was not brought ing debate on the election for peared in the Print in_ ~st
by Mr. Kosinski and that it Student Officers is useless, in Friday's edition , explammg
had nothing to do with the light of the overwhelming that my presence during
Officers Elections, therefore results. You lost Don, but you layout was meant to help, not
there was no real reason to did teach me one thing. But, I hinder the progress of the
step down, but to me the most can't remember what it was. publication.
important aspect is to keep the Oh! Now I remember, incomAs Student Body President,
integrity of the Supreme Court petency and I.Q. are closely I wish to extend to you and
untarnished. It was this that related.
the other editors my heartfelt
compe~lo/.1 me to take the
Jacobo Szapiro congratulations on your new
action I~d, so that people like
positions and wish y_o u luck in
Collins: don'! st:art saying the
your future endeavors. I am .
he did ID fact say. I
.
confident that under your
· Mr. Collins ought to see
·
.
·
leadership the Print will con\ all the facts instead of Dear Edi~~•
. _
.
tinue· to maintain the high
con · uing to stick his feet in
I'm wnting this letter ID standards that it has al_w ays
hi~ mouth, as he continually rebuttal to the o~e t~at attained.
does,_;
appeared in last week s Print.
. Sincerely,
In reference to his comment, I wish to state publically. that
· Jim Payette
c~ncerning my being the ~Y work in the University

Answer

Gratitude

Rebuttal

~

·we cira opening Oifr house to you
·1

THE .

Chinese .Buffet'
·Enjoy the Smorgnllonl
of lrielllal hlight1
lunch $2.79 dinnerS4.2S

Truth
" Since we have to speak well
the dead, let's knock tliem
while t hey're alive. "
Our past has instilled within
us the belief that our democratic election process is the
most representative; where all
citizens feel ennobled in participating and choosing the
candidates of their choice. As
such it has a consecrated right.
We applaud the runner-up who
offers-customarily-his services
and congratulations to t _h e
majority's choice. Loathed is
the campaigner-or poor loserwho conjures up (after the
results are in) ghosts of vote
riggings, political back-room
machinetions and most obnoxious of all, repulsive mud-sluging. Such a denigrating nuisance has arisen at our
uni:versity; a forum where
youth, intelligence and liberalness is associative of time- ·
honored impartiality and fairness.
We of the Political Science
Club felt that our initial Print
response served itself properly
by . letting sleeping clogs lie.
Instead the February 10th
edition mandated that the
Club respond to the relentless .
remarks hurled against it.
When any organization is
constantly slandered, it becomes proper to unravel
fabrications and expose the
malinger for what he is.
Clubs should become active
participants , in Student elections, and being t9e only
campus club to generate media
attention-by our ad-we felt
honored in endorsing a slate

· Ji

for student office. Our choice
was arrived at by mutually
listening to all candidates
involved and only after being
aproached by all slates-not one
as erroneously reported. Secondly, as to the endorsement
of a partial ticket, it seems
that the writer of the February
10th letter is lacking "presence
of mind" as he was present in
body at the club meeting
where the voting was DEMOCRATICALLY arrived at and
endorsed fully by its membership.
It seems that what we have
here is a disgruntled office
seeker; one who, in his profile
for office, had the audacity to
state t hat he was an active
member of the Political
Science Club ; while in truth
our files state .the opposite. We
hope ·this sets the record
straight, for this is no
condemnation, just a detraction necessitated to maintain
the respect and high status of
the Political Science Club.
Lastly, it is to be mentioned
that ·never once did we refer by
name, the person, to whom this
letter is directed against ,
because its impact will not in
the least affect his lethargic
condition.
" There are none more abusive to others than they that
lie most . open to it them-·
selves, but the humor goes1
round; and he that laughs1
at me today will have somebody to laugh at him tomorrow."
Signed,
The Truth

PRINT .the officially . recognized student ney,spaper
~ g N~rtheastern Illinois Univers(ty, 5500 N. St. Lo~
A':ie., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is pu~1:i9hed ~ch Fridaf ~unng
the regular academic year. Material published he~-1s ~ot
to be confused with views expressed by the umvers1ty
administration. •
.
.
The editors have sole authority governing all ~t.erW .
submitted and.
the .right to edit copy. Editing
implies that editors need not accept all submitted material. ·
Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
·
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material that does not conform to the .
standards set forth under Prilit J>Ublie:ation policy will be
handled accordingly by the Editors. The editors will pu~lish,
at thefr discretion, any lette.rs to the editor,
announcements, articles, photos, . advertising, or other
submitted material.
·
Readers are encouraged to suo,mit letters to the editor.
Unsigned letters will not be published, but names ~ _be
withheld and remairi confidential upon request. Ob~rutles
are discouraged.
·
The Office of Print is open daily and is located in room
E-049, north of the cafeteria. ,Our. telepl?.C?ne number is
583-4050, · extensions 508 and ~ - After -~_:00 PM or
after the switchboard is closed, call ~ect 583-4065.

reserve·

All You Can Eat!

New Hours:
Monday thru Frld•y
Lunch 11:oo-a-:--m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dlnner5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Saturday & Sunday
Lunch 11:00 e.m. • 4:00 p.m.
-Dinner 4:00 r,.m. - 9:00 p.m.

5854 N. LINCOLN

334■ 5252

Editor-in-Chief ........ ."; ........ Diana L. Saunders
Managing Editor ... -~ ............. TomGrossmayer
Associate Editor .................... Carol Podraza
Co-Business Managers .. . .... Sue Lamb, Mitch Braun
· Photo Editor . . . ...... . . . . .... . . ...... James Gross
Sports Editor . . ...... . . ............... John Ste.p al
Staff: Donald Czowiecki, Fran Ehrmann, Judy Mac1or,
Dan Pearson, Dick Quagliano, William Rzepka,
Bonnie Sadowsky, Robert J. Kosinski.
Photographer ............. .. ......... Judy Macior

.

Perspective • • •
,.
by Diana L. Saunders

What happens when a
person becomes so power
hungry, that he uses every·
thing within his grasp to get
what he wants? And what
pappens to the publication
involved? To answer those
questions all one has to to is
read the January 20 issue of
the Print.
When the paper first crune
out I thought it was a joke..
But when I truly realized what
it meant and what it would
eventually lead to,· I becrune
very upset. How could any one
person take a group's effort
and ruin it for his own glory,

,f

and then not be man enough to
face the consequences that
would follow?
January 23, the office phone
rang , with pe9ple voicing
complaints. A few people
involved stopped in, and we
received several letters .to the
editor. But because of my
position of Associate Editor,
at the time, my hands were
tied. The person in charge felt
he had done nothing wrong.
The main thing I want to
stress, is that what happened
in that issue was very much a
surprise to the rest of the staff.
A couple of the writers were

confronted in the halls about
it. For awhile, writers refused
to say they even wrote for the
Print. As one person stated,
"No thinking person would
consider giving Kosinski his
vote after reading that issue.
It was blatent misuse of power
and a total lack of journalistic
responsibility."
Donald P . Collins was
offended by this issue, and he
made it known. But it was
over and done with, and
nothing could be done, or so I
thought.
On February 8, Mr. Collins
turned in a letter to the editor
that was 1) late, and 2)
untyped (he paid one of the
staff to type it for him). The
letter had its truths and its
assumptions.
In the letter he stated that
Jacobo Siapiro presented the

17, Feb., 1978

PRINT

restraining order, when in
truth it was ·Gregory Wodjek.
He also lead one to believe
that Mr. Kosinski and Mr.
Payette instigated it, when the
fact is Mitchell S. Br(tun
brought it to the Supreme
Court's attention, by filing a
complaint against the February 1 Print officers elections.
After a deliberation of three
justices (none being Mr.
Szapiro) it was lifted.
We are sorry you lost the
election, Mr. Collins, especially
if the Print had anything to do
with it. But seriously, out of
over 10.000 students, we only .

print 4500 papers, and less
than 1000 voted. - I seriously
doubt if they all voted because
of the paper; for you received
over ¼ of the votes. And if I
may quote the person again,
"Nobody likes to lose at
anything, particularly a student election where such a
large amount of personal ego is
on the line." Is this your case?

.

. ·.

-

.
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\ announeemen~•

'

CCAB' S FILM COMMITTEE presents : THE OMEN ,
Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1978, 7:30, aud. Free with UNI ID.

YOUNG FRANKENSTEiN, Wed., Feb. 22, 1978, 12:00,
unicornJ
CCAB'S CLASSICAL THEATER COMMITTEE presents:
KEITH BERG~R, Tuesday, Feb. 21, 1978, Mime,.

COMMUNITY .SERVICES is sponsoring a support/ discussion
group for women; dealing with issues of emergence, new roles, life
planning/direction · finding . .. a sort of " where do I go now?"
theme. The time will be 7:30-9:30 p.m. Thursday evenings,
beginning February 23rd for six consecutive weeks, Contact the
office of Community Services in room BIOS or call X326 for
further information.
l;;

At a recent meeting Club Italiano presented two $50.00 scholarships. The academic excellence
scholarship was presented to Joseph Tangorra. Eddie De Leon is shown receiving the club's
Financial Need Scholarship from the president of Club Italiano, Lucy Petrone. Assisting the
President are Monica Franco [Secretary], MaHsa Paoletti [Vice-President], and Evelyn Melendez
[treasurer].
·

..,

Holewinski at UN.I
State Representative , ·
Michael Holewinski , ( 17th
District), will be on .Northeastern 's campus Thursday,
February 23 , 1978. Repre·
sentative Holewinski will be
speaking tQ several classes
that morning: At 9:00, he will
address Dr. Gilpatric's Amert •ican Government class in
1 lecture hall Sl02; at 11:00, Mr.
Holewinski will speak to Dr.
Pastors ' Courts, Judges, , and
~. Politics class in room 2071 ;

finally, at noon, he will speak
in room 2081 , b~fore a class
entitled Careers in Politics and
Law.
Representative · Holewinslti
1s currently seeking his third
term in the Illinois House of
Represent atives . He is a
graduate 'of t he University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle, and
is currently taking his bar
examinations.
Thos.e .of. us who have met

Representative
Holewinski
previously are looking forward
to this opportunity to hear him
speak and chat with him
informally. Mike. Holewinski's
visit is sponsored by the
Political Science Club, which is
also sponsoring an open Coffee-hour at 10:00 in room 0006.
All interested persons are .
invited to attend any of the
clases, and to stop ip d~rjng
·
the Coffee-hour.

. The office of COMMUNITY SERVICES will offer an
educational/support group for handicapped and non-handicapped
·students. The goal of this group is to bring about a greater
awareness of and sensitivity to the needs and difficulties of the
handicapped. The group will be held Tuesdays from 1:00-2:00, for
6 weeks beginning February 21st, in els. 2031. For more
info call ext. 236. Please join us!
Join the Arab students in coming activiti~s.
THE ORGANIZATION OF ARAB STUDENTS . - UNI
chapter will sponsor two activities for Febi:uary.
. The ,first one will ·be about the Middle East current :;iituation.
Speaker will be Mr. M Khatib, there will be a film about the
Palestinian Arabs living under occupation in Gaza Strip.
Tuesday, Feb. 21 at 1:00 p.m. Room Lecture 1001 CLS.
The seconp. will be a film on Syrian Jews "report from Syria".
This~ wil_l include interviews with prominent Jewish leaders in
Syria. Tuesday, Feb. 28 at 1:00 p.m. Room Lecture 1001 CLS.

WOMEN 'AND .,CREDIT is the subject of the February 21
Brown Bag Seminar1 in· Room CC215 at 1 p .m. How can women
become credibvdrtihyi? 'what is a desirable ratio of expenditures
to income? Has tne 1Equal Credit Opportunity Act really helped
women? Special gUest to answer these questions will be Beverly
Stone, founder and current Treasurer-Manager of the
Chieagoland Women's Federal Credit Union. She will also talk
about the work of the Union , in · helping women manage their
financial. problems. All are welcome; free refreshments.

'

Heart Month

..,,;

February is National Heart
Month and the Health Service invites everyone to play a
game called RISKO. The
purpose of the game_is to give
you an estimat e of your ·
chances for a heart attack.
Certain health habits, tendencies, dietary and heredity
factors are KDown .to increase
t he risk of heart at tack. Once
recognized, an individual can
begin to alter those habits to
reduce the risk.
You are invited to have your
blood pressure taken in Health
Service and if you also would
like a fasting blood sugar done
call for an appointment. Ext.
355-356.

PII-J.11
Spanish Club presents
Mrs. Sharie Freudenberger,
a successful Spanish teacher in
the Des Plaines Elementary
Schools, will visit Nort heast ern on Tuesday, February 21
to share with our com·m unity
her experiences in motivating
young students to acquire an
appreciation• of Spanish and
Hispanic American artists in
t he context of studying the
Spanish language.

Creativity, a characteristic
t hat all of the best teachers
have, is found in concentrated
form in Mrs. Freudenberger .
Join her and the Spanish Club
on Tuesday, February 28 at
1:00 p.m. in 2-044. You will be
fascinated whether you already
are familiar with the Spanish
and Hispanic American artists
or if ,you are getting acquainted with their works for t he
first time.

The Independent Club Board will have a meeting on Thursday,
February 23 at 1 p.m. in room E-220 .(above the Book Nook).
There ·is an open position on the Executive Board. Any club,
under the purview of this board, who is interested in this
position, can contact Bill Rzepka in the ·Student._ Government
office at ext. 501.
The Student Senate will meet on Monday, February 20 & 27 at
7 p '. m. All members of the UNI community are encouraged to
attend, to voice t heir opinions.
The St udent Senators election will take place on all UNI
campuses Tuesday and Wednesday, February 21 & 22, at varying
times. The voting tables will be open : MAIN CAMPUS: 9 a.m.
to 7 p.m. ; WESTSIDE : 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.; CICS : 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. ;
UPTOWN: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; and EL CENTRO: 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.
All students are encouraged to vote.
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ANEW DEAL!

Twenty-six Vie For

for fashion fever People

BETTER CLOTHES FOR LESSSizes : Juniors, Ms., & Misses

YES - IT'S TRUE!

* YES, SAYINGS
650/
s~~
UPTO
. /0
* YES, 1ST QUALITY HIE BRAIDS

'

Student Senator Positions

.__ -

RU .

,r

• Current Styles

?..&Sl.lft.·
3311 W. Bryn Mawr Att, 639-14&0
Tuesday and Wednesday,
February 21 & 22, the student
body will elect twelve student
senators from among the
twenty-six candidates who
submitted their petitions. The
election will take place on all
UNI campuses both days at:
MAIN
CAMPUS (Bryn
Mawr) from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. ;
CICS: 9 a .m. to 5 p .m .;
UPTOWN : 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
EL CENTRO: 5 p.m. to 8
p.m. ; WESTSIDE: 9 a.m. to 3 ·
p.m.

The candidates include (in
alphabetical order):
Dean Alexandrou
John Constantine"-Argiris
Susan. Bernstein
Audrey Binder
Linda V. Bodo
_Samuel Bowden
Mitchell S. Braun
Donald P. Collins
Julio Davila
Richard D. Dee Strada
Sandra Dickerson
Jim Dravillas
Ray Ferrer
Samuel Giberstein .
Scott Latza
Judith A. Nickels
David D . Nims
John E. Ortiz

Jan Ostromencki
Michael Angelo Palazon
Lynne M. Panos
Elliot Schiff
Sonya Alette Sledge
Ava Stein
James Yellowbank
Joseph Zdziebko

search out and listen to
student complaints about Student Community operation
· and introduce . legislation regarding things that he_ feels

wor k that he/she takes upon
All students at UNI have
himself/herself which the senthe right to vote. To vote,
ate designates. Aside from the
students should present their
material included in the Stuvalidated ID card to the
dent Constitution regarding
person(s) seated at the election
table. They will cross your the position of student senaname off (to ensure that tor, this body has historically
no-one votes more than once) been available to serve as a
and will give you a ballot. You • dispensory of information to
have 12 votes as there are- 12
the student body by serving as
positions to be filled. You can
divide your twelve votes any the liason and ·legal representway you choose , (in whole ative between the students and
numbers) which means you administration at UNL The
can weight your votes as long
experience is also a l ~
as the total does not exceed 12. experience for those students
on that body with regards to
The specific duties and parliamentary procedure and
responsibilities ~of Student students rights.
Senators include: to be present
Students who have . quesat _the Student senate meettions about the Senate elecings, to put in two office tions or the Student Governhours a week to be available
ment operation are encouraged
to UNI students, to discuss
to call the Student Govern·and pass legislation that is ment office at ext. 501 or visit
pertinent to the Student them at E -210 (located above
Community, to be knowledgethe Book Nook) on the
able about Student Govern- mezzanine.
ment and its oper~tion, to
\

Psychology Department
Open Doors
There exists an office in the
Science Building contained
witr.in the department of
Psychology which relatively
few people know about. This is
not at all in keeping with the
basic intentions of the Career
Planning Center, for it is a
service of the department for
all psychology majors who
seek information on one or
Il!Ore of the following: current
graduate school listings, catalogs and general reference·
publications ; up-to-date materials on the Graduate Records Examination (required
for entrance into any graduate
school) containing testing
dates , fees , types of test
questions, etc.
While all of the above are
most important, the primary
function of the Career Planning C~nter is job-matching of
psychology _m ajors who have
gra<;luated, who are, about to
graduate, or those who have
been out of UNI for a period of
time and wish to re-enter the
field of Social Service.
Job-matching differs greatly

need to be improved or
changed to the best of his
ability, and to do committee

to the approach of merely
posting available positions .
Rather, we attempt to inter.view · the student seeking
employment and develop an
understanding of her /his particular talents, goals, interests,
and possibly past employment or volunteer experiences.
.
At present, we have close to
one hundred active agencies on
file who seek student applications. New jobs are added
quite frequently, via a wide
range of sources. A very
prevalent myth exists today
which in essence makes the
sweeping statement that there
are no jobs in the field of
psychology . . This is not true.
However, it must be realized
that most (if not all) of the
jobs listed by the CPC - or
any other agency - are
entry-level positions. Translated, this means the first rung of
the employment ladder with a
salary commensurate to such a
position. What must be stressed, though, is that these jobs
do offer valuable on-site training which can be utilized in

any number of ways, not the
least of which can be either an
edge in graduate school admission or a solid foundation in
future employment.
The trend today is preferential treatment of students wit h
an even fair amount of
practical experience in the field
behind him/her. The jobs the
CPC list are also frequently
used as a " breather " for
students between undergraduate study and graduate
work. This time provides a
sometimes much needed rest
when the student can most
accurately decide whether
psychology is teh best possible
career cho9ice, and indeed,
whether to go to graduate
school at all. This period of
employment can be a valuable
and time-saving alternative,
not to mention the money
saved.
It would probably be to your
best interests as a psychology
major to look into our services
at the Career Planning Center
and to fully acquaint yourself
with all choices open to you.
Come in and take advantage of
our services. We are located in
313-D, and our e~t. is 676 or 668. Please drop in or call for
an appoint ment. The office
hours are posted on the door.

HILT: 11:11-1:a Tllar.11:11-l. Hl.12-4.
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Commuter Center
Improvements
by Les Muchow
"Commuter Center facility
improvements will be · made
from the $150,000 to $120,000
tied up in Book Nook inventory if the leasing is approved, "
says Cliff Ha!'l"alson, Director
of the Commuter Center. The
proposed changeover will take
place July 1, at the end of the
college fiscal year , if the
proposal is okayed.
At least half a dozen
projects will be affected when
the money becomes available.
Some involved uncomplete<;l
areas of the Commuter Center
and others will make the area
more ·easily accessible by
handicapped students. An
access ramp, a pneumatic
door, and an elevator to the
mezzanine level will he installed. A partit;ion will be put in
the Alumni Hall which · will
enable the room to be used by
more than one group at a time.
Another project is completion
of the ceiling in the tunnel that
connects the cafeteria and the
Classroom Building. Harralson
believes that there is enough
money tied up in the Book
Nook to accommodate these
constructive projects. This

would make it unnecessary to
.request a· student referendum
to raise the required funds
through an increase in Commuter Center fees.
Vern Hendricks,
Book Nook
-~
Manager, says, "It will be .
business as usual if the leasing
is approved, since the change
will be primarily financial."
The average student will not
even be aware of the changeover, since the University will
require that business hours as
well as operating policy remain
the same. A pre-agreement
conference is set for this week
and interested parties will be
able to come in and negotiate.
Bids are- due February 22.
Proposed contracts must be
reviewed by the Commuter
Center Board of Managers and
the Board of Governors for
State Colleges and Universities before a final decision is
handed down.
Although the proposal is
still tentative, all are optimistic about the outcome. Leasing
the Book Nook will enable
completion of the Commuter
Center without requiring further financial burdens to the
students.
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FIHible Progr■ ma & Hours

crhne IS• difference!!!
for Information Please Call:

2050 W. Devon
Chicago, 111. 60645
1312) 764 -5151
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MPIJIN'

EDUCATtOHALCENTEA
TESTPREPARHION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

SPRING, SUMMER, WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS
PRIOR TO THE EXAM. STARTING SOON:
MCAT-DAT-LSAT-GREMCAT EXAM EARLY-APRIL. 15th
OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223-1782
Ce nters in Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Ri co and Luga no, Switzer land
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MEET THE
CANDIDATES

•

John Constantine Argiris

Michael Angelo Palazon

Susan Bernstein

Judith A. Nickels

,,
.,,

Samuel Giberstein

Mitchell S. Braun

· John E. Ortiz

,:

. Jan Ostromencki

Ava Stein

Linda V. Bodo
Samuel Bowden
Julio Davila
Jim Dravittas
Ray Ferrer
Scott Latza
David D. Nims
Elliot Schiff
James Yellowbank
Josep1!_ Zdziebko

Everyone was given the
opportunity to have his/her
picture taken. All were notified
by the Student Senate, and the
times were posted in• the
Senate Office. Unfortunately,
there were a few pictures
taken, but they did not turn
out. For that we s.re sorry. Not
pictured include:

OPEN FOR LIJNCH

Dean Alexandrou

Donald P. Collins

Richard D. DeeStrada

lhliidden
cove
OPEN AT·

11 AM DAILY
,--------------------------,
COUPON
FREE -

1 P1tc~r of Beer w ilh the pu~hase

of• Medium Pina.

FREE -

2 P"chers ot Be e, with t he
purchase of• l arg• Piua. •

SM OFF -

Any luncheon Order.

L----~---•------•--•------StJNDAY-

-,

MovieNite, 10:30p.m .

TUES . & THURS. -

L lt,101 ~ito . All
~nescorted ladiu pays~, ~,. a dri nk .

LOUNGE-PUB
5338 N. 1-'ineoln
784-9638
Sandra Dickerson

Sonya Alette Sledge

Audrey Binder
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Fact and Fancy

·by Dan .Pearson
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BLUE COLLAR may be
grim_but it's certainly no fairy

tale. Paul Schrader's gritty,
disturbing film of three Detroit
autoworkers trapped between
the hold of their labor union
and management, and that of
the United States government,
· smacks of the truth and the
sad economics of the ·American
way.

Zeke Brown (Pryor) works
on the assembly line in a
fictional Detroit Checker plant
(short for plantation he announces at a union meeting).
The-.real Checker plant used in
the filming is · located in
Kalamazoo. Schrader found
the big three auto manufacturers in the Motortown to refuse
their cooperation.

After his shift, Zike looses
Schrader co-wrote the script
with his brother Leon~d, who up in a cinderblock bar with
his buddies, Jerry and
was his collaborator on an
Smokey, (played by Harvey
earlier film about the Japanese
Keitel and Yaphet Kotto),
Mafia, THE YAKUZA, with
Robert Mitchum . Paul, the drinking beers, playing }Sinball
younger Schrader, has come and shooting the bull. Pryor
into recent prominence with · and Keitel portray troubled
his solo scripts for TAXI family men and thus feel the
DRIVER, ROLLING THUN- pressures of their jobs even
DER, and OBSESSION. This more than ~~tJ_(Jt ex:con
acclaim has opened the doors bachelor character with his big
to · his directing his first red car and ~ ;fed~~iciuipped
bachelor pad; • ~ "'
picture.
4

His previous work as a
writer is loaded with complex
internal conflicts and extreme
external demonstrations
of
graphic violence. Perhaps, his
brother is somewhat of a
calming influence for BLUE
COLLAR contains and balances its fury with its funnier
moments.
The casting of Richard
Pryor would automatically
seem to announce the direction
in which this film is heading,
but BLUE COLLAR is not another " Richard Pryor" comedy.
Schrader exercises his power
as director and the result is a
r emarkably controlled performance on the part of Pryor
and his best film to date.
This·is a rare motion picture
in that its aims are political
and it voice is one of anger.
The rage is focussed on the
con trolling force s and the
helpless state of the American
worker.
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Detroit,

,{,.. {:.

During a 'free~ wheeling
afterhours party at Smokey's
apartment complete with cocaine and fast women, Zeke
proposes a rip-off of their local
union headquarters. The idea
materializes into a workable
plan and is cautiously executed.

· While he offers no solutions -to
the conditions and retains a
heavy handed ending, BLUE
COLLAR hammers home its
message and still keeps its
audience.

Keeping ~n audience is not
one of the problems of THE
BETSY. If it were, it has been
overlooked in the • mammoth
amount of material covered in
an amazingly short period of
time.
In a scant two hours we are
let in_on the family secrets of
the oh-so-wealthy members of
a fictional Detroit auto-tycoon
dynasty that uncovers four
generations of sinning.
comes a full fledged modem
To be sure, we are let in on
social tragedy. These characonly
the biggest and the
ters are being screwed by the
juiciest; incest, suicide, homounion, by management, and by
sexuality, satyriasis~ (ind havthe government who's investiing gangsters . as personal
gating the union. Each has to
family friends . Of course, there
decide who's the better lay.
are the varied and sundried
After an unaccidental accident
minor lusts, betrayals, and
which claims the life of one of
schemings , but that's only
the gang, the suvivors ue
there
to sell popcorn until the
forced to choose up sides.
next faraway glance lets
BLUE COLLAR presents a
everybody know we are about
bleak picture of life in Detroit.
to change to a sordid scene
The unpaid bills, the internal
from the past.
revenue checks, the needed
Just who is involved in all
braces, the lack of food on the
this fun stuff, you ask? Why
dinner table are small potatoes
the Harold Robbins people, of
compared to the domination of · course. You know them,
the spirit and the minds of the . they're that great bunch of
workingmen bY. those in
guys and gals that do what we
control.
mere mortals can. only dream.
I will admit a frolic with
BLUE COLLAR's moments
Lesley-Ann Do~ has · a good
of humor are sprung on the
chance of turning up some
audience without warning.
evening in my dreams, but I
Duels with sexual aids, bizarre
can assure you I wouldn't let
Halloweeen disguises, the
Robert Duvall stand in my
death of a vending machbie by
way.
· a enraged forklift-operator apHarold Robbins.writes thick
· pear out of nowhere.
paperbacks that can be U!!ed as
·Its over powering grey skies
strategic weapons to defend
over greying lives is always in
oneself against muggers by
evidence. Paul Schrader's dewrapping the volume in large
but as a director is not only
stocking cap and swinging
successful but memorable.
wildly in the general directio!1

a

. of the attack~r. THE BETSY,
now a movie, was once one of
those thick paperbacks. Although the film is not encased
in a stocking cap, it still
retains its potential as a
weapon.
This film could singlehandedly undermine the career of
the world 's greatest living
actor, Lord Olivier, Sir Laurence, or just plain Larry •if he
so deems. The presence of such
a stately individual within the
confines of this glossy, big
production, pulp nonsense is
boggling.
If Sir Laurence forbad the
telecasting of his Polaroid
commercials in Great Britain,
what must his instructions be
on this misdirected stinkeroo?
- But Lord Olivier is not the
only one to find a career in
jeopardy. Tommy Lee Jones, a
fascin~ting actor with some
decent material to fall back on,
as in JACKSON COUNTY
JAIL and ROLLING THUNDER, is caught out in the
open. Robert Duvall and
Katherine Ross do deserve
credit for being able to
pronounce some lines that are
sure to choke a performer with
less capabilities.

THE BETSY, however, does
have · its admfrers. In the
audience I sat with, the
majority of the group was
vastly entertained. They
chuckled at the discovery of
one character's homosexuality,
they laughed at his suicide,
and roared at the incest scene
which followed.
Something for everyone,
right? Maybe I'm missing the
finer points of the period
costumes and the eye for the
flashy decor and throbbing
drama; but I doubt it. I really
do.

.;

,,___

·The robbery nets the "oreo"
gang, so-named by the startled
night guard, about ~ix hundred dollars in petty cash. The
union claims $10,000. The big
prize in the heist was not the
disappointing amount of cash
but a notebook that records
illegal loans of union funds to
less. than reputable organizations. The gang decides to us~
blackm ail to improve t heir
stations in life.
Here · the film, which up to
this point, has incorporated
certain aspects of the comic
heist film, and the goodbuddy-in-hard-times film, be-

-- .
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Who's that Horn Player t hat
snores "fff" in B Major?
The men would never tell . . . or
would we?

Attention:
My Appreciation To:
Nurse Diesel officially nominatP. Shore, B. Messino, A.
ed an honorary member of the
Butoncello, C. Skowron, S. Bernmen.
ing, L. Kogan, M. Malin, L.
Honey, T. Feick, S. Glines, J.
To Robin W.,
Krisberg, J. Berg, M. Cohen, V.
Happy Birthday!
Verran, S. Marshall, M. J. Bona,
Fudd
M. C. Jung, D. Loizzi, R. Lind, V.
Lorina, Y. Griffith, C. Costello, D.
Harpo, Lord High Ruler of
J . Kopke, A. DeNicolo, P.
Closbigh Kingdom ·
Jozefowicz, S.Z. Diaz, D. BrickJust because Fargonia became a
man, C. Metropoulas. THANK ·church doesn't mean we have
YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT
anything to do with religion. If
R. D. Dee Strada
you think the two are connected,
just visit any catholic church on a
For Listening and Your Signature:
. Sunday. Also, Fargonia needs no
K. Thompson, D.A. Paul, M.
title! It is the name of the Looney
Rios, D. Cerny, M. Cohen, D.
Spirit (LS) my feathered turtle
Nosbaum. Y.E. Pearson, J. New(MFT), that exists between Farman, C. Chartier, D. Weber, Y .
gonians and is considered a proper
Reid, C. Sutton, D. J. Kopke, D.
name. SO GET YOUR PICKLES
Margolis, M. MacGregor, J.
BABOO!
Kosiek, M. Lampert, M. Horton,
Head ofthe World.
J. E . Shuman, K. Probst, D.
--------------Wilson, J. Grabemann, A. Ramos,
DEAR TU TU MRU [?]:
B. Panos, L. Kull, E . Sapr, D.
YOU LEAPE D INTO MY
. Botton, P. Cordova, and so many
HEART AND I HA VE WANTmore. My Sincere Thanks.
·
ED YOU EVER SiNCE ! YOUR
R. D. Dee Strada
DEMI-P LIE' IN SWANEE
LA KE WAS EXQUISITE! I
To Mrs. Bird [J.W.],
KNOW YOU LOVE DONALD
, Why don't we send personals to
AND I CAN SEE WHY, BUT I
each other?
FEE L THAT I AM MORE
Signed,
YOUR TYPE . LEAVE HIM AND
A Leetle French Mousey
BE WITH ME . YOU WILL
P .S. - Happy Belated BirthNEVER REGRET IT!
day!
THE MARBLE CHAMPION
Dear Hobbit,
Thanks for such a big kiss!!!
Ziggy

1

-------------The one and only Tu Tu Mru

THE - - - - - - - COMPOSER
In Fargonia all music is sacred
(or sacblue), so you don't have to
change (keys ).
You are right, however. You do
play basketball and you are an
exception, yet there are (where
are?) strong arguments the other
way. Since we are unable to
resolve this conflict, your title
shall remain the way it appears at
the front of this personal. Now(k)
you k(noW)
Head of the World
FARGONIA AND' QUALLS:
To insure the proper spirit, we
have a ·motto to carry with you at
all times. Use it wisely.
IMMORTALIMUS INTER
PERVESIMUS
(good for 5 bh when presented at
9:45 p.m. Sunday nights)
Head of the World
Elaine,
I'm starting a committee to
. shoot the groundhog (remember 6
more weeks of winter) and we need
a secretary - the job is yours if
you want it. Also, "Do librarians
really have more fun?"
t he nut that sat next to you in
Dr. Hammond's Western Civ.
class
P.S. I know they'll find us one
day-dead from old age - still
waiting for the Kimball (Belmont)
bus.
Ottis,
Good luck with . /12 - I really
thinks he cares for yo (not like Ill)
- you'll have to do better this
time - t he hypochondriac isn't
around 'to mess things up, besides
'you 're birthday passed (happy
20th)
It's going on 13. do you want to
skip it and call it 14 (13 is rumored
to be an unlucky II)
an purple elp

has agreed to put .on a bel)efit
performance to aid those on the
most wanted list. Co-st;arring with
TO NANCY D .
Tu Tu is a veteran of the most
Here's a late Valentine Day
wanted list, Donald. Together they
greeting:
put on a performance that is
ROSES ARE RED
beyond belief! Don't miss this
VIOLETS ARE BLUE
opportunity to be entertained like
I AM SO HAPPY I MET YOU
you have never been entertained
Don
Peter:
before!
I can't tell you how much fun it
WAR! WAR! WAR!
was fencing with you, and beating
Dear
Golden
Flute,
I HAVE NOT . YET BEGUN
Happy Birthday to me. (Feb. you!
TO FIGtIT!I .
Tonche
21)
I know that no one else will
THE MACHINE
wish me Happy Birthday so I
Dear Edith S.
must wish it to myself.
PETE
Please don't be angry with me
From
The·
Golden
Flute
- Thanks for all the terrific
because I took so long to return it.
afternoons we've had together.
I'm sorry. Thanks a lot.
Dear Rudy M.,
(Try explaining that one!)
&om The Golden Flute
I
am
looking
forward
to
the
20th
Your opportunist, J.J ..
and being with you. Did you have
a nice trip this week? I missed you Bernie and Phil are married. Just
To Wilderness Society,
ask Lorretta if you don't believe it.
.
We have fought . and struggled last week. lch liebe dich.
From The Golder- P
with our naked earth,

--- ------------

,..

- ==-- -------------

Together we have learned to
defy and defend,
Shoulder to shoulder with
canoes and with axes,
We've done battle with it.
Yet always, the wild will win in
the end.
Signed, John Henry
To my Shy Secret Admirer,
Thanks for the Valentine's Day
Personal. By the way, Who are
you? .
Mr. Tenor Sax

"'

JELL-0 :
Thanks for the Valentine greeting!
Magic
FRECK,
How many days are there left?
ZITRO
FRANK CLARK, BOB TRASKE,
AND TIM THEIS,
I'll get even with you guys
sooner than you think!
Signed,
ABUSED

17, Feb., 1978
Court Jester,
For (Kn)awing.
Head of the World
FLASH,
How does $50.00 sound for the
negatives? I'll take GOOD care of
them !
Magic
CONGRATULATIONSIII To all
TKES and LITTLE SISTERS on
your TREMENDOUS D I SCO
MIXER last Friday evrning.
11114

Dear Idiomatic,
Thank you. Happy Birthday to
you. (June 19)
From The Golden Flute

------r--------

312- 567-3525

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

')
L
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Lost
LOST
I really DON'T believe in
miracles, but last Friday, Febru.ary 10, I lost a gold wrist watch
with a black cord bracelet. It may
have fallen off my wrist in one of
the back parking lots when I got
out of my car. If you happened to
pick it up, I would be SO thrilled
to have it back! This watch has a
great sentimental value to me. I
will be happy to reward anyone
who may have found this watch.
Call Dorothy McCreery Ext. 362.

BOOM-BOOM,
How did those sinks in Green
Bay work? I heard you had to
really step on it.
An Informed Source

For Rent

HARPO, · LORD HIGH RULER
OF CLOSBIGH KINGDOM
To become a Fargonian you
must:
A. Present yourself to t he other
Heads at Fargonia.
2. Follow the age oid I ndia n
tradition of smoking. with t.he clan
% . Prove yourself worthy of t he
title HEAD WHATEVER.
1111. Eat 14 kosher pickles in 7
minutes.
c. All of the above.
Head of ihe World
P.S. Just ask for me a~ ZRD

Tutor

FOR SALE:
74 Mustang 11 Mach II
6 cyl. 4 speed trans. recently
overhauled. Black with silver
Magic, ·
How much for these negatives?' , interior. Runs good . AM-FM
Flash strikes again! 8-track stereo.
$2100 - Best offer
625-1275
Someone and Shy Secret Admirer,
Thanks for the Valentine 's
greetings.
FOR SALE
Someones Two and Three
1969 Buick Le Sabre Custom 4
door, P/S, P/B, A/C, radio, 350
"Blue Zebras" and "Rag Head"
VS engine, like new tires, new
Captured forever on film . . . for muffler system, recent brake job,
the times of your life.
$650 or best offer. Phone 3 Guesses 674-4196 Harry

Sublet 4 Rooms, Available Now.
· Second Floor, Vicinity of Hollywood and Kimball. Janitor Service
Included. Fui:niture For Sale Too!
Call IRS-4688, If no answer . . .
Call 271-7398.

TYPIST
728-8430"

YOUR EDJJ~ATION
DOESN'T SfOP HERE
· Your education doesn't stop with a baccalaureate degree. It
beQins there. Smee you enter the world of work , you will gain
· valuable experience and really discover wha t it\ <1H about to use
what you learned in colleg..•.
Tnke the Air Force foe example. As a corrnnissio1wd offic<'r yo11·11
be t>anded execuiive rl'Sponsibility on your very first joh. You11
mana~ people and complex sy,,ems. You11 he expected to 1wr
form <J:Pll, and you1l ~ paid well, too. It's worth workins, for.
Yot.. can ,F;! there through the Air Force ROTC program . !n fact.
we have a scholarship plan that will net you $100 a month tax free
and pay for all tuition, books anC: lab f-xs. And that will free you to
concentrate on your studies so you can get well prepared for where
you're headed.
Check it out. Find out how you can get into a "graduar t program like _the Air Force. It's a great way to serve your country, and
possibly find your formal education extended at .\ir Force expens;,,
as well.
CON TAC T: Capt. Charles Dennon

PRINT

TUTOR:
MAMMALIAN
ANATOMY
TUTOR AVAILAB LE Reasoable fee CALL: Dale at ext. 713
[afternoon] or 463-6219 [evenings.]

0
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lUNCfl-DINNEI
LATISNACKS

PIZZA
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l(roch's &.. Brentano's
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·Junior Varsity Continues
Disappointing Play

DON•T BLOW

'

YOUR
MIND•••
EXPAND
IT!
1

'

CLIFF'S NOTES put you inside the heavy stuff. .. the
novels, plays & poems that
can add real meaning to your
life if you really understand
them. CLIFF'S NOTES can
help!

Ecology.. . we're working on it! During the past 14 years
CLIFF 'S NOTES has used over 2,400,000 tons of paper
using recycl ed pulp.
Morr than 200 titles

Available at all

18

K&B stores

l(rochs &.. Brentanos
29 South Wabas h Avenue . Ch ic ago . IL 60603 • (312) 332-7500
BRANCH STORES: 516 N. Michigan Ave . • 62 E. Randolph St. • · 16 S. LaSaile St.
1711 Sherman Ave., Evanst_on • 1028 Lake St., Oak Park• North Mall, Old Orchard
Oakbrook Center • Evergreen Plaza • River Oaks • Lincoln Mall • Randhurst Center
Hawthorn Cente r • The Mall at CherryVale (Rockford} • Woodfield Mall • fox Valley
Cenler • _water Tower Place • Orland Square .

JV's also missed high-scoring
by John Stepal
bench with an injury.
guard
Den-nis McGinley, who
Hindered by injuries and
The game itself was a
sat
out
with a sprained ankle ..
very little defense, the · JV
wide-open affair. Both teams
Only the presence of an Artis
basketball team _played an
ran continuously, and at times
even- ·.500 last weelt", avenging
the game resembled a tennis Gilmore or a Dave Corzine
their ' earlier loss to Illinois
match more than basketball. would've hindered KennedyCollege of Optometry (103-95 ),
In short, a very interesting King, however, as they played
tip-in the entire contest. Due
and once again suffering a
game to watch, but not exactlv
to turnovers, blocked shots;
lopsided defeat (111-67) at the · a stellar defensive battle.
·
and offensive fouls, Northhands of Kennedy-King. The
No matter how much he
split gave Gary Briars' troops
disliked his team's perform- eastern only put up 51 shots, a
total which the varsity has
a 6-9 record on the year.
anC4;1, Coach Briars would have
To say the least, the jayvees
been more .than happy with a · surpassed in some halves.
The JV team concludes their
contest with ICO was a bit
similar effort, or at least a
season
this week with two
unusual. Having only three
similar result, against Kenhome
games,
the first of which
players, the optometrists were
nedy-King, probably the seaided by two names familiar to
cond-best juniQr college in the is tomorrow vs. Lakeland at 5.
UNI basketball fans - Linda
state. The contest was one-sid- Should they emerge victorious
Lillis, the women's coach and
ed from the start, as UNI did from this contest and the game
John Sampson, a fo~e~ JV
not dent the scoreboard until on the 15th, the team will have
player. But the Eagl~ were
4½ minutes had elapsed. By an excellent chance to finish
not without problems:-'of their
this time KK had 17, which ' .500 for the year, as they play
own, with Stan Eam~s their
pretty much set ·the course of · Tuesday at 5 vs. Ft. Sheridan,
a team they beat convincingly
starting center and one -~f their
the game.
:.
earlier
this year.
most proficient scorers, on the
In addition to Eames, the

' From unattaina"ble heights
The Quagmire
by Dick Quagliano

St arting _with this issue, the
Quagmire will bring you
commentary on different
sports topics. I'll not only
cover what is going on in t he
Northeastern sports scene, but
·also on the local and national
level. I'll also give m y
prediction of who will win the
big games.
Each week there will be the
Golden Quail award. This week ·
I will deal with officiating in
the sports world . ·sports
officiating is probably one of
the most controversial jobs
around. Referees and umpires
are cursed, ·threatened, and
almost always second-guessed.
Why has this trend in sports
developed?
Basically I feel that it stems
from a lack of knowledge of
the rules by the fans. Since the
fans don't know all of the
rules, they begin to · complain
to the officials. This complain- ·
ing becomes · more and more
vocal until the fan develops a
lack of confidence in the
officials. This lack of con·
fidence has spread to the
players. Even the young
players in grammar school
dispute officials' calls.
Now I am not defending the
referees and umpires. I am
probably one of the most vocal
persons at a game. This is
because some referees are
extremely poor. This is beca use there are jus tnot
enough officials to cover all of
the games. Because of this

To Murky Depths

by John Stepal
powerhouse, the Saints were tion of basketball. There are
lack in numbers, state b.igh
many reasons for this:
school and college associatiops
This story about the Golden quick to take advantage of
1) The coach (Doug De
have to lower their standards.
Eagles originally centered on UNI mistakes and convert
Vincent) has no control over
Thus, we get in return, bad
them
into
points.
St.
Francis
their ma"rked improvement
his players. It's fairly obvious
officials .
between their 85-82 squeaker controlled the boards, too, but
from watching, but one player
A good example of poor
most
of
the
time
it
didn't
even
over Circle last Tuesday and
readily admitted to the fact,
officiating was the February
their ·overtime road victory matter, as a layup usually
3rd basketball game vs. St.
(86-82) over Lewis just three requires no rebounding. Other also.
Xavier. he two officials who
first half developments includdays later.
worked this game made up the
2) The team, after a foul has
ed a technical foul on Tyrone
worst crew I have seen all
But that was before Tues- Rutues, who went to the bench been committed but not called, ·
year.
and did not see any further tends to argue with the referee
day.
One bad call that comes to
Just when I thought I might action. (This left the Eagles instead of following the action.
mind was a charging foul
have made a mistake judging without the conference's leadcalled on Lenard Robertson. It
3) With the Eagles experithe
Eagles prematurely, they , ing rebounder and scorer, as
was a foul that was "detected"
encing
an o~ year, everybody
by the backcourt official. reinforced my ·beliefs many Lamarr Mondane has been who plays them goes into the
sidelined
since
the
Lewis
game
Correct or incorrect on his times over. Little St. Francis
game thinking they can win.
judgment" is not the issue. My College, the second worst team with a pulled groin muscle.)
On the contrary, UNI seems to
in
the
entire
conference
complaint is that it was not his
The score was 42-28 at half, think teams like Circle, Lewis,
call to .make. He was not in mauled our Eagles, 102-83'.
but
things were going to and St. Francis will be easy
position to niake that particu- The game had a very strong
become
worse, not bett.er. The pie. A team with desire and a
lar call. It was this kind of . resemblance to an earlier home
leaky
UNI
defense was at its positive mental
' attitude will
inconsistent and one-sided (30 disaster, a 30 point loss to
absolute
wors~
in
the
final
beat
a
more
talented
team with
fouls on UNI, 15 O'l St. Loras in which UNI all but
twenty minutes, permitting no desire almost every time.
Xavier) that set the ternpo for gave up. The strange thing is
several (maybe 15) layups in When Tampa Bay upset St.
the game.
that this pt1rformance occurred
this span. Wheri the Saints did Louis at the end of the footb~
The solutions to these two after one of Northeastern 's
shoot, it was an eight or season, it was a classic
problems are the same thing: better games of the year.
ten-footer. In comparison, example of this . Not to
education. Educate the fans Maybe . the final score doesn't
Northeastern's offense was · mention the game · which
until he or she becomes · reflect it, but the Eagles'
knowledgeable in the rules of defense and shot selection
spotty. Missing easy shots prompted this story.
the sport. Educate the official against Lewis were vastly
hurt, but it really didn't
so her or she knows not only
matter, as the game turned
improved from pervious con4) Maybe the worst part,
the ruies of the game, but the
progressively into a comedy tests.
though,
is the players' attibasic mechanics of officiating.
for St. _Francis fans, anyway.
tudes. The prevailing one
If we can accomplish this, we
UNI was in the game for
seems
to be, ."let's finish out
will have better games with
about the first six minutes,
Northeastern's .1977-78 sea- the seaso__n." I've heard this
more consistent officiating.
but even with the score tied at
son has seldom provided
The Golden Quail award this
12 it was apparent the team · laughter for their fans, how- from at least two players, and
week goes to Rich .Ruff. Ruff. was not concentrating on
the Eagles' play constantly
ever. It may have scared some reflects it, also.
had 31 points and 12 rebounds
basketball, -for they coJl}Initted
away, but the handful which
to lead the JV basketball team
Don't worry, guys. There's
turnovers
in almost every
have remained have been only five games left.
to a 101-86 victory over
possible fashion. Although no
treated to a disgusting exhibiKendall February 3rd. ·
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